
 

 

Research Task  

 

Hybridisation 

● Define hybridisation within a species 

Hybridisation is the crossbreeding of two genetically non-identical individuals. There are two 

types of hybridisation. It can be intraspecific which is crossbreeding within a species, as well as 

interspecific which is the crossbreeding between two different species.  

 

● State the species 

Yandilla wheat 

 

● Outline how hybridisation was achieved 

The hybridisation of Yandilla wheat was done artificially due to selective breeding. William 

Farrer, who was a pioneer of Australian wheat research, began with the concept of selecting 

parent individuals with desirable traits. He planted them in small, carefully set out plots, and 

eventually expanded to include foreign wheats of Canadian Fife and Indian wheat - which were 

most successful. Then, he began cross-breeding them in the hope that some offspring will 

inherit a combination of these desirable traits. Farrer cross-pollinated the plants using his wife’s 

hair pins to transfer the fine grains of pollen until he acquired a pair of forceps. He then, 

selected offspring that reflect the desired combination of traits for further breeding.  

 

● Explain the purpose of this hybridisation 

Hybridisation within a species is carried out so that it can produce species with high quality 

reproduction. The purpose is to create a new variety with certain desired characteristics. William 

Farrer selected two wheats which had desirable traits. The first was the Canadian Fife which 

met ideals for milling, baking and grain quality, particularly in its superior blending ability. It also 

offered stiff straw but was late maturing. The second was the Indian wheat which had prospects 

for disease resistance and drought tolerance which meant that it could escape rust (wheat 

disease) and the hot, dry winds of summer because of their early maturity. It promised shorter 

straw and an ability to hold the grain in the ear firmly. The result of crossbreeding the two 

wheats is the production of hybrid offspring, being Yandilla wheat, with combined traits that 

make them better suited to their environment and to meet their end use. In this way, it is the 

process of hybridisation that has allowed for the creation of genetically new species, as it 

allowed scientists to select the particular features of a crop they would like to cross and increase 

the quality of the produce.  

 

● Discuss the success of the hybridisation project you have selected 

The hybridisation of Yandilla wheat poses many advantages as well as some disadvantages. In 

the pioneering days of wheat cultivation in Australia, the entire crop was frequently overtaken by 

rust. This rust scourge threatened the wheat industry greatly. As Farrer was concerned with the 

agronomic attributes of the wheat hybrid, he made sure to breed offspring that were drought 

tolerant, resistant to the sun, resistant to disease and one that had good milling and baking 

qualities. The crossbreeding between Canadian Fife and Indian wheat was successful in 



 

 

producing Yandilla wheat which combined all of these desirable traits. This hybridisation project 

increased the genetic variety of wheat and led to hybrid vigour as it was higher yielding 

compared to its true-breeding parents because of the combination of good features from each 

parent breed. It was also beneficial to the general public who consume the product, and 

provided economic benefits for farmers as they could get higher market prices for their product 

due to its value both domestically and globally. However, the hybridisation of Yandilla wheat 

may combine the weaker features of each parent and the offspring would not have any 

favourable traits and thus, be of less value. It is also important to note that this is a costly 

procedure, so if the undesirable offspring were produced, it would be a waste of time and 

money. Overall, however, the hybridisation of Yandilla wheat poses a greater number of 

advantages and outweighs its corresponding disadvantages. The goal that Farrer set out to 

achieve was to increase the quality of produce of wheat, which is exactly what was 

accomplished, while also carrying out artificial crosses like that of Mendel and thus, resulting in 

success in the agricultural industry and increasing scientific knowledge.  
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Pedigree 

 
a) Construct a pedigree of this family (Note: Description paragraph of family 

provided) 

 
 

 

b) Why are diagrams, such as pedigrees, useful in analysing data? 

Pedigrees are useful in analysing data as they are a simplified graphical representation of the 

inheritance patterns of a particular trait in related individuals over a number of generations. 

Thus, it allows for easy interpretation of the data to then be analysed. 

 

c) Discuss the current use of family trees and pedigrees using specific examples. 

A family tree is a diagram showing the relationship between people in several generations of a 

family. It is currently used to compile information regarding family history in a standardised and 



 

 

easy-to-read form. For example, in the information provided for this question, the family that the 

student is studying as part of their independent research project could be used to map out a 

family tree. This information only includes the direct lineage of one individual, but could be 

extended to include additional information about each marriage and further details about other 

children. The family tree could also expand to include any brothers and sisters of individuals 

over the generations who are affiliated with the family. In this way, a family tree would be able to 

show detailed family heritage in a form that is widely used, where individuals can easily share 

information with others and thus, make communication easier. They are especially helpful as 

they show extensive ancestry and not simply, those individuals who are directly affected or 

potentially not affected by a genetic condition, like that in a pedigree. 

 

A pedigree chart (biological family tree) is a graphical representation of the inheritance patterns 

of a particular trait in related individuals over a number of generations. Pedigrees are used to 

trace patterns of inheritance so advice and counseling can be given to parents who are planning 

on having children that may inherit a disorder present in the family. As genetic diseases can be 

dominant or recessive, the current use of pedigrees allows recessive genetic diseases which 

contain two recessive alleles in one individual to be recognised for couples planning on having 

children. Determining this information previously posed significant difficulty without the use of 

pedigrees. For example, Cystic Fibrosis is a genetic disorder that is inherited in an autosomal 

recessive manner. As a result of the use of pedigrees, homozygous recessive individuals can 

be distinguished between carriers of the genetic disorder. This information can then be used to 

advise parents on minimising or avoiding the risks of producing a child with Cystic Fibrosis and 

allow predictions to be made. However, as pedigrees rely heavily on accurate and reliable 

record-keeping within families, it poses a limitation on its use if this requirement is not fulfilled 

and thus, determines its validity.  

 

Therefore, as each focuses on conveying different information, with family trees following 

ancestry and pedigrees following genetics, they correspond to their different uses in which they 

are specialised for. 

 

 


